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In FY 2020, The Connection’s staff assisted approximately **7,999 people** throughout Connecticut who have experienced trauma in their lives and are struggling with substance use, mental illness, homelessness, and community justice issues. In addition, through The Connection’s Institute for Innovative Practice®, we connect research to practice to better serve our clients, raise awareness of societal issues, and promote sound public policy.
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As we encourage integrated care, many of our clients receive assistance from more than one Connection program or service.
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FINANCIALS
TOTAL GRANT EXPENDITURES BY PROGRAM AREA

FY 2020

- **Behavioral Health**: $7,807,457
- **Community Justice**: $14,784,337
- **Family Support**: $18,764,469
- **Other**: $642,203
- **Total**: $41,998,466

**How We Use the Dollars**

- **88%** Direct Services to clients and communities, including counseling, evaluations, community service work, food, housing, care, guidance, supervision and monitoring.

- **12%** Indirect General leadership and management services including planning, program and fund development, accounting, audits, legal and personnel support, board support and community relations.
2020 Supporters
THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING CARING INDIVIDUALS, COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS WHO SUPPORTED THE CONNECTION’S MISSION BY MAKING A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR AGENCY IN FISCAL YEAR 2020*. 

*JULY 1, 2019 THRU JUNE 30, 2020
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DR. GLOSTER B. AARON, JR. AND DR. KATHERINE ALLOCCO
STEPHEN ABSHIRE
ACES MIDDLESEX COUNTY HEAD START
AETNA
AETNA FOUNDATION
STEPHEN ANGLE AND DEBRA GUSS
ANONYMOUS
APT FOUNDATION
RAYMOND AND LIZ ARCHAMBAULT
ARMANI RESTORATION, INC.
PETER AUSTER
AVANGRID
FRANCIS BALDWIN
JUSTIN BANULSKI
JEFFREY BARAN
RUTHANNE BARRETT
BEST CLEANERS
CLARE BIEN
BIMBO BAKERY
BLUE STATE COFFEE
ELIZABETH BOBRICK AND ANDREW SZEGERDY-MASZAK
JOHN L. BOCCALATTE
LEEANNE BORKOWSKI
DR. HAROLD D. BORNSTEIN, J.R.
DEBRA BORZELLINO
RAYMOND AND SANDRA BOURRET
BRIDGE FAMILY CENTER
B SB COUNSELING LLC
KAREN-MARIE BUCKLEY
ROBERT AND DEBORAH BURNSIDE
FRANK CAHILL
CAPITOL VIEW APARTMENTS
CHRISTINE CAPPIELLO
CAREY CONSULTING
CBS, A XEROX COMPANY
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT HEALTH DISTRICT
RICHARD AND MARGE CHABAK
CHABASO BAKERY
CITY OF MIDDLETOWN
CITY MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION OF NEW HAVEN
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR GREATER NEW HAVEN
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF MIDDLESEX COUNTY
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF MIDDLESEX COUNTY MOUNTAIN LAUREL FUND
CONNECTICUT BUSINESS SYSTEMS
CONNECTICUT COURT SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTION SERVICES
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
CONNECTICUT INSTITUTE FOR REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS
CONNECTICUT MASON CONTRACTORS, INC.
CONNECTICUT NATIONAL GUARD COUNTERDRUG UNIT
BETH CONNOR
BRIAN COURNOYER
BETSY CRONIN
NICOLE CURRY
ALLISON DEBLASIO
MELISA DELILLO
DELT A T GROUP
STACY DEMARCO
LISA DEMATTEIS-LEPORE
MARIA DEZI
JOHN P. DUCA
SARAH L. DUDZIC
DURHAM FAIR NEEDLEWORK
SUE DYDO
EAST COAST WALL SYSTEMS, LLC
JUDY EDMONDS
ELECTRIC BOAT MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
KEISHA ELLIS
ENFIELD BUILDERS, INC.
EVERSOURCE ENERGY
CHRIS EWING
PATRICK FALLON
GRADY FAULKNER
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, PORTLAND
FML
GATEWAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
GOODY'S HARDWARE AND PAINT
FRANCINE GRANDMAISON
GUILFORD MOORING, LLC
SUSAN HALPIN
HARTFORD CFA SOCIETY
MARY ELIZABETH HARTLETT
TODD HAWK
STACY HERBERT
HIGH WATCH RECOVERY CENTER
BETH HOGAN
HOME WITH HOPE, INC.
STACY HOOKER
MARGIE HUDSON
ANDREA HUNTER
JIM IACOBELLIS
INK & PIXEL
J B SPORTS, LLC
J LL
JONES LANG LASALLE, AMERICA INC.
NIKITA J OSLYN
DR. BRAD & LORI JUBELIRER
NANCY JUTRAS
KIERAN'S PLACE
REV. MARY DECKER KLAAREN
ANNE KLEK FAMILY
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, PORTLAND
MELINDA KRONFELD
BRUCE KUEFFNER
AMY LASEK
LIBERTY BANK FOUNDATION
NICHOLAS LUNDGREN
DOUGLAS MACLEOD
MANCHESTER YOUTH SERVICES
LINA ISABEL MARIN
MATP LLC
MARGERY L. MAY
GINA MICELOTTA
MICHELLE'S BAKERY
MIDDLEFIELD FEDERATED CHURCH
MIDDLESEX UNITED WAY
MIDDLETOWN ADULT EDUCATION
MIDDLETOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MICHAEL E. MILLER
ABNER L. MOLINA
THOMAS MONAHAN
MARY MORENZ
BRYAN MURPHY
ALLEN AND JUDY MYRICK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS—CT
NEW REACH
NANCY S. OLSEN
OUTCT
PANERA BREAD COMPANY
DAWN M. PARKER
PEOPLE’S UNITED INSURANCE AGENCY
PORTER AND CHESTER INSTITUTE
PRIAM VINEYARDS
DAVID PRINTY
QUEST DIAGNOSTICS
QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
ROB AND TINA RICKENBACK
ROBERT & ARDIS JAMES FOUNDATION
ROBINSON & COLE, LLP
ROCKY HILL YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
RJ AND VIRGINIA R. ROLLEFSON
JENNIFER ROMAN
RUSHFORD
PAUL RYAN
KATHY SAVINO
BEN SCHENKMAN
DEBORAH SHAPIRO
SHIPMAN & GOODWIN, LLP

THOMAS SLAYTON
NANCY K. SMITH
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT GAS COMPANY
ST. PAUL’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, FAIRFIELD
PATRICIA A. STEPHENSON GORDON
STOP AND SHOP COMMUNITY BAG PROGRAM
MR. & MRS. FRANKLIN SYLVESTER
PAUL TAYLOR
THAT’S GREAT NEWS, LLC
THE CONNECTICUT WOMEN’S CONSORTIUM
TOWN OF AVON YOUTH SERVICES
TOWN OF CROMWELL
TOWN OF DURHAM
TOWN OF ESSEX
TOWN OF KILLINGWORTH
TOWN OF MIDDLEFIELD
TOWN OF PORTLAND
AMANDA TRUPPI-ECKERT
DAWN TYSON
UIL HOLDINGS CORP
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
UNITED WAY OF GREATER NEW HAVEN
UNITED WAY OF MIDDLESEX COUNTY
KATIE VAN DYKE, APRN
ANNE VENTIMIGLIA
WATKINSON PRISONERS AID SOCIETY
SHERRIE WEAVER
LIBBY WENTWORTH
WHITING FORENSIC HOSPITAL
KATE WILTSIE
NICOLE WRIGHT
SUSAN WRIGHT JACOBSEN
Marilyn Wronowski
YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL COMMUNITY RELATIONS
NICHOLAS YANOUZAS
BRIAN ZAPATA